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a b s t r a c t

We present nanoNS3, a network simulator for modeling Bacterial Molecular Communication (BMC)
networks. nanoNS3 is built atop the Network Simulator 3 (ns-3). nanoNS3 is designed to achieve the
following goals: 1) accurately and realistically model the real world BMC, 2) maintain high computational
efficiency, 3) allownewlydesignedprotocols to be implemented easily.nanoNS3 incorporates the channel,
physical (PHY) and medium access control (MAC) layers of the network stack. The simulator has models
that accurately represent receiver response, microfluidic channel loss, transfer rate and error analysis,
modulation, and amplitude addressing designed specifically for BMC networks. We outline the design
and architecture of nanoNS3, and then validate the aforementioned features through simulation and
experimental results.

© 2017 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Molecular communication is an emerging field of communica-
tion between nodes using chemical molecules. It is a multidisci-
plinary field with concepts from biology, chemistry, information
theory and communication used in tandem to develop molecular
communication systems. The communication between nodes can,
in turn, trigger the development of sophisticated practical appli-
cations that require cooperation. The medium for the molecular
communication and hence the transceivers differ based on the ap-
plications, environment, signals to be sensed, etc. In recent years,
bacteria have emerged as a promising candidate for molecular
communication nodes or transceivers for biological applications.
Engineered bacteria is used in toxicology to detect metals [1] and
arsenic pollution [2]. In this work, we focus on molecular commu-
nication with bacteria as transmitter and receiver nodes.

There exist many works focusing on the theoretical analysis of
BMC. [3] analyzes theoretical limits of information rate and [4–6]
propose mathematical models for the channel and transceiver of
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BMC. Protocols and algorithms that are designed to improve the
throughput performance of BMC have been studied in [7,8]. BMC
is a super-slow communication mechanism [8] as it takes 10× to
100× of minutes per signal for the receiver response. Thus, using
experimental analysis to validate the performance of each state-
of-the-art algorithm is extremely time-consuming. Also, exactly
replicating the experimental setup for different algorithms is dif-
ficult. Thus, building a computer-based BMC simulator to analyze
the performance of different BMC algorithms is an important prob-
lem. In this work, we focus on building a network simulator atop
ns-3, so that different algorithms can be implemented in the sim-
ulator and the performance of those algorithms can be analyzed
and compared with each other. The easy-to-use layered approach
of ns-3 has resulted in it becoming one of the most popular net-
work simulators.

There have been other attempts to build molecular communi-
cation simulators [9–16]. Accurate modeling of receiver response
is a key factor in the simulator. Existing simulators use a simplified
approximation of the receiver response thus affecting the accuracy
of the simulation. A detailed analysis of related work is presented
in Section 2. The major contributions of this work are thus the fol-
lowing:
(1) An accurate bacterial receiver response module is built in

nanoNS3. The bacterial receiver response model is validated
using experimental results.

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.nancom.2017.01.004
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/nanocomnet
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/nanocomnet
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(2) A microfluidic channel loss model is implemented in nanoNS3
with user-defined geometries and properties.

(3) A bit-level communication with On–Off Keying (OOK) modu-
lation scheme is implemented in nanoNS3.

(4) In nanoNS3, new attributes are added to a new node class in
ns-3 to define a bacterial transmitter, a bacterial receiver and
channel parameters.

(5) An amplitude addressing mechanism is built in nanoNS3.
(6) A channel capacity and an error rate analysis models are built

in nanoNS3.

Based on the current features in nanoNS3, it is easy to extend
the functionality of nanoNS3 to incorporate other related BMC
research. The current version of nanoNS3 is available to be
downloaded at: http://gnan.ece.gatech.edu/ns-allinone-3.24.zip.1

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2,
we discuss challenges in building a network simulator for
BMC networks and review existing molecular communication
simulators. In Section 3, we describe the architecture of nanoNS3
and in Section 4, we explain briefly the protocols implemented in
nanoNS3. Finally, in Section 5, we present performance results for
nanoNS3, and in Section 6 we present some conclusions.

2. Background and related work

Experimental analysis and verification of BMC networks are
time-consuming [8]. Fig. 3(b) in Section 5 presents the response
of a receiver bacteria to an input rectangular pulse of AHL signal
with concentration 15 µM and a pulse width of 50 min. It can be
observed from Fig. 3(b) that it takes the receiver bacteria few hun-
dredminutes to generate a GFP response and ready to receive next
signal. Due to such high processing time and transmission delays,
experimental verification of different algorithms is extremely time
inefficient. Also, since the receiver nodes are live bacteria, it is dif-
ficult to replicate parameters across different experiments. Due to
the complexity of experimental setup and the time involved, it is
difficult to vary different parameters like channel characteristics
or characteristics of the transmitted signal. A computer-based BMC
simulator is thus necessary to analyze the performance of the exist-
ing or state-of-the-art algorithms of BMC. The objective of nanoNS3
is thus to simulate a BMCnetworkwith genetically engineered bac-
terial transceivers in a microfluidic environment. Based on the ex-
tensible property of nanoNS3, customized BMC related features can
also be implemented in nanoNS3.

Implementing a molecular communication simulator with
bacteria as transceivers has the following challenges.

(1) Due to the dynamic nature of the system, algorithms devel-
oped for BMC networks differ from traditional communication
algorithms significantly. Implementing state-of-the-art proto-
cols is important and is not a trivial extension of the traditional
communication modules. Transceivers in a BMC network have
high processing time and transmission delays, so BMC net-
works are hence called super-slow networks [8]. Protocols to
improve efficiency of such slow networks differ from tradi-
tional communication protocols in terms of frame structure,
dimensions used, and algorithms.

(2) The response of a bacterial receiver to chemical molecules
involves multiple processes [6] and is non-linear. Accurate
modeling of the receiver response is important to simulate a
molecular communicationnetworkwith bacterial transceivers.

1 The coding style of nanoNS3 follows ns-3 coding style, e.g., the code layout of
nanoNS3 follows the GNU coding standard layout for C and extends it to C++, and
name encoding in nanoNS3 follows the CamelCase convention.
The model in use must be specific to the transceiver consid-
ered. In this work, we focus on the bacterial communication
network and hence an accurate modeling of the response of
receiver bacteria to an input chemical must be used in the sim-
ulator.

(3) The simulator should have high computational efficiency in
simulating large BMC networks and long packet sizes.

In this context, we have developed nanoNS3 that addresses
the challenges identified in building a BMC network simulator.
nanoNS3 is developed and validated based on experiments
performed using genetically engineered bacteria in microfluidic
environment. nanoNS3 is built on top of ns-3, which is a discrete
event based simulator. A discrete event based simulator is best
suited for simulating processes with long delays. It tracks the
change in state of events and not the absolute time. Simulating
absolute time is expensive for super-slow networks like BMC and
therefore, event-based simulations are faster and scalable. Later
in this section, we present simulation time complexity of time-
based simulator that takes very long time to simulate a molecular
communication system.

BMC networks are super-slow networks with very long
transmission delays. Thus, using ns-3 helps nanoNS3 to be time
efficient. ns-3 borrows concepts from [17] focusing on building a
scalable network simulator, so ns-3 is also equipped with good
scalability performance. Therefore, we choose to develop our BMC
network simulator on top of ns-3 allowing us to address one
of the challenges viz., simulation time efficiency and simulating
large networks. Some of the advantages of using ns-3 are:
(1) maintaining good computational efficiency for large networks
with high payloads, (2) open source and ease of extensibilitywhich
enable users to implement state-of-the-art algorithms based on
users’ demands, (3) with supporting tools from ns-3 that can be
utilized directly (e.g. ns-3 logging and tracing systems).

Fig. 1 presents the time to run a simulation for an input
signal with pulse duration as x-axis when using molecular
communication simulators NanoNS, N3Sim and nanoNS3.2 Y -axis,
plotted in logarithmic scale, plots the time for a simulation
to run in an OPTIPLEX 9020 desktop computer running Intel(R)
Core(TM) i7-4770CPUat 3.40GHz and24GBRAM. The background
processes are shut down and we use time command of Linux
to calculate the CPU time to run the simulation. We explain in
details for some of the existing simulators later in the section.
We implemented OOK in N3Sim and NanoNS. N3Sim is a time-
based simulation framework developed to simulate diffusion
based molecular communication networks. We use the default
setting of the simulator for amplitude, position of the transmitter
and receiver, the radius of an emitter and receiver, and diffusion
coefficient. We change the pulse width of the input signal from
100ms to 5 s. N3Sim simulations for a pulsewidth 1 s takes close to
20 h to finish the simulation. Therefore, we extrapolate the results
to 5 s.We repeat the simulation for NanoNS to compare the overall
simulation timewhen individualmolecules are simulated. NanoNS
is a molecular communication simulator built on top of ns-2, an
event based network simulator. We set the amplitude, radius of
transmitter and receiver and distance between transmitter and
receiver and diffusion coefficient to be the same as that used in
our aforementioned N3Sim simulations. We vary the pulse width
of the input signal and observe the simulation time for increasing
pulse width. It can be observed from Fig. 1 that NanoNS is faster
than N3Sim. This is because, NanoNS is an event based simulator
and does not wait for absolute time to perform simulations. Both
NanoNS and N3Sim assume pulse widths of few nanoseconds to
milliseconds in their simulations.

2 Details of simulators comparison with nanoNS3 is presented in Table 1.

http://gnan.ece.gatech.edu/ns-allinone-3.24.zip
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Table 1
Simulators comparison.

Features/Simulator NanoNS N3Sim Nano-Sim nanoNS3

Physical layer/Channel model Diffusive channel, Gillespie
model for stochastic reaction
process

Baraff’s algorithm simulating
collision

Spectrum channel model Bacterial receiver model and
channel loss model

Protocols implemented Molecular node emitting
molecules

Emitter types to generate
molecules pulse trains

Selective and Random
routing, TransparentMAC,
SmartMAC, Time spread OOK

OOK, Source addressing, Error
analysis and transfer rate
analysis model, ns-3 application
layer

Validation Numerical analysis of models
used

N/A N/A Experimental evaluation

Compatibility of network
simulator

ns-2 N/A ns-3 ns-3

Programming language used Tcl, C++ Java C++ C++

Modularity of network
architecture

Higher layer protocols of
ns-2 can be integrated with
the physical layer

Does not have provision to
implement higher layer
protocols

Higher layer protocols of ns-3 Higher layer protocols of ns-3
Fig. 1. Simulation time comparison.

As presented in Fig. 3(b), a bacterial receiver requires a pulse
width of 50 min to generate a response. Therefore, a molecular
communication network simulator must be able to simulate
long pulse widths accurately without increasing simulation time
significantly. Simulating each individual molecule in the channel
to improve the accuracy is not a scalable method for super slow
networks.

Existing molecular communication network simulators focus
on the physical transmission and reception of molecules by sim-
ulating the interaction between and propagation of each indi-
vidual molecule, leading to time inefficient simulation. nanoNS3
simulates bit-level transmission and reception, instead of molec-
ular level transmission and reception, which leads to higher com-
putational efficiency. nanoNS3 is able to simulate how transmitted
bits are modulated to pulses at the transmitter side, and how the
concentration of molecules is propagated and attenuated through
amicrofluidic channel. At the receiver side, the biological response
of how N-Acyl homoserine lactone (AHL) diffuses through the
biofilmmaterial and subsequently across the bacteriamembrane is
simulated (Physical Layer). Then, the receiver can identify the ID of
the transmitter based on the received concentration (MAC Layer).
Afterward, the receiver candemodulate the received concentration
to recover the transmitted information.

There are several existing works focusing on simulating
Molecular Communication (MC) [9–16]. Table 1 lists the properties
of some of the aforementioned simulators focusing on the MC
network. These approaches validate their respective simulators
using numerical analysis or purely simplified theoretical models.
Thus, the simulators are not verified against real-life behaviors.
We discuss in detail some of the MC network simulators. NanoNS
is built on top of Network Simulator 2 (ns-2), and it provides
various nanoscale communication paradigms based on a diffusive
MC channel [9]. This work only presents the details of the channel
layer, and it simulates the diffusion and reception process using
a single equation, which may not be accurate in the practical
situation. Thiswork simulatesMCusingmolecules based approach,
which is time-consuming as the molecule scales (for practical
cases, the size of molecules is immense). Also, this work is based
on ns-2 which is computationally inefficient with regards to
memory usage and CPU utilization. Currently, ns-2 is not actively
maintained, and the most recent version of ns-2 was released in
2011. dMCS developed in [15] proposes a simulation framework
for the general case of diffusion-based MC, and it is developed
using a customized simulator. Using customized simulator is likely
to lose the advantages of dedicated network simulators like ns-3
(e.g. scalability and computational efficiency). Again, [15] is also
modeling MC network using molecules based approach, which
incurs large time complexity as the number ofmolecules scales and
no higher layer protocol is implemented in this work.

In [10], N3Sim is developed based on the diffusion propagation
channel to model MC networks. Similar to [15,10] is built on a
customized simulator and those network layers higher than PHY
is absent in this work. N3Sim allows us to configure the network
using a configuration file on the front end making it easy to
use the simulator. N3Sim does not follow layered architecture in
simulating the network. It focuses primarily on the physical layer
diffusive channel. Therefore, we cannot use N3Sim to simulate,
compare and analyze the performance of MC network for upper
layer algorithms. Nano-Sim developed in [11] is also built on
top of ns-3, and it provides functions to model Electromagnetic
(EM) wave based nanonetworks. Similar to our work, Nano-Sim
utilizes the framework and advantages of ns-3 to build EM-based
nano simulator. The transmission/reception scheme inNano-Sim is
orthogonal to our work in this paper. Thus, it is feasible to combine
nanoNS3 with Nano-Sim, since they are both implemented atop
ns-3. Other than aforementioned MC simulators, [14] proposes a
simulation framework that is adaptable to any kind of nano bearer
and the simulator is also validated using experimental analysis
in [18], but it is developed using a customized simulator. Thus, it
is likely to lose the advantages of dedicated network simulators.
To the best of our knowledge, nanoNS3 is the first BMC network
simulator validated using experimental analysis that achieves a
demodulation accuracy greater than 92.5%.

3. Network architecture

nanoNS3 is developed atop ns-3 [19]. ns-3 is a discrete event,
open source and widely used network simulator for internet
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Fig. 2. NanoNS3 architecture.

systems, targeted primarily for research and educational use (ns-
3 is developed in C++ and python). ns-3 is developed based
on modules, and each individual module represents a protocol
(e.g. AODV), a technology (e.g. WiFi) or an attribute of networks
(e.g. mobility). It enables the easy and convenient upgrade of
source code and triggers the ease of extensibility in ns-3 by
this modular implementation method. ns-3 is actively maintained
and it is free software and licensed under GNU GPLv2 license.
ns-3 has the best overall performance compared with other
popular network simulators [20]. e.g. ns-3 has the least memory
usage for large-scale network simulations compared with ns-2,
OMNeT++, JiST and SimPy. Implementing nanoNS3 in ns-3 has the
followingmajor advantages: (1) open sourced availability and ease
of implementation for new algorithms, (2) high computational
efficiency for large-scale networks, and (3) supporting tools
from ns-3 can be utilized directly (e.g. ns-3 logging and tracing
systems).

3.1. NanoNS3 network architecture

The high-level structure of nanoNS3 is shown in Fig. 2. The name
of seven important classes with the structure of the corresponding
network layers are given in Fig. 2. The functionality of each class is
discussed briefly below:

• NanoNetDevice: It is similar to the Network Interface Card (NIC),
and it can support different nano communication technologies
(e.g. diffusive or EMwave based nano communication schemes)
and corresponding protocols (e.g. amplitude addressing).

• NanoNode: It can be regarded as the physical device, and
different NanoNetDevices can be integrated with NanoNode
to provide corresponding communication technologies and
protocols to enable NanoNode to communicate with each other.

• PacketSocket: This class is a simple and original ns-3 application
class, which does not use IP addresses. It is used to set up user
defined applications for nano communications by controlling
application-related parameters, e.g., packet arriving interval,
the number of maximal transmission packets and packet size.

• NanoRouting: This class manages message forwarding by each
NanoNode.

• NanoMAC: This class manages channel access of different
NanoNodes, and it also manages MAC layer addressing mech-
anism.
(a) Tx/Rx pulses comparison.

(b) Forward receiver response.

Fig. 3. Simulation validation.

• NanoPHY : This class is used to simulate the process of transmit-
ters and receivers to transmit and receive the nano signals. The
corresponding functionality of this class includes modulation,
demodulation, error analysis and transfer rate analysis, and re-
ceiver response.

• NanoChannel: This class is used to set up channel conditions,
and then the channel loss can be calculated to simulate how the
transmitted signals are propagated and attenuated in the corre-
sponding microfluidic channel.

Specifically, packet client, packet server, and packet address are
three classes related to packet socket class. The packet client class
defines how packets are transmitted from Tx application layer, and
the packet server class defines how packets are received from Rx
application layer. The packet address class defines how addresses
of different nodes are set up. We integrate the ns-3 original ap-
plication class into nanoNS3, in order to make it more convenient
to integrate other original ns-3 classes with nanoNS3, e.g. trans-
port layer protocol. In ns-3, transport layer protocol is integrated
with socket, so we integrate packet socket into nanoNS3 to make
it possible for transport layer extension. The parameters for each
aforementioned class can be customized by users. Protocols imple-
mented inNanoMAC ,NanoPHY , andNanoChannelwill be discussed
in Section 4.

4. Protocols implemented

nanoNS3 implements some of the basic protocols to simulate
bacterial molecular communication networks. The important 5
models implemented in nanoNS3 are: (1) Receiver responsemodel,
(2) Channel loss model, (3) OOK model, (4) Amplitude addressing
model and (5) Transfer rate and error analysis model.

4.1. Receiver response model

As discussed in Section 2, accurate modeling of receiver
response is important to simulate BMC networks. nanoNS3 focuses
on simulating BMC networks and hence modeling of the response
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of bacteria to molecular signal is described in this section. The
bacterial receiver implemented in this simulator is a population
of genetically engineered E. coli bacteria that generates a Green
Fluorescent Protein (GFP) on receiving AHL molecules. The
transceivers are located in a microfluidic device connected by
microfluidic pathways. The transmitter transmits molecules that
are transported to the receiver throughmicrofluidic pathways and
the receiver emits green fluorescence. The relative fluorescence of
the receiver bacteria indicates the signal received. [6] reviews the
existing bacterial receiver models in a microfluidic environment
and proposes a new model. [6] validates the model using
experiments. In nanoNS3, we implement the following model
proposed in [6].

dAHLi
dt

= kc(AHLe − AHLi) − k1AHLi2LuxR2
+ k1C1 (1)

dC1

dt
= k1AHLi2LuxR2

− k1C1 − k2C2PLux (2)

dC2

dt
= k2C1PLux − k2C2 − ktrC2 (3)

dLuxR
dt

= kLc − 2C1 − 2C2 (4)

dGFP i

dt
= ktrC2 − kGmGFP i − kGdGFP i (5)

dGFPm

dt
= kGmG + i − kGdGFPm. (6)

AHLe and AHLi are the external and internal concentrations of
molecules at the receiver. LuxR, C1, C2, and GFP i represent internal
parameters of the receiver bacteria. GFPm represents the concen-
tration of GFP which in turn represents the relative fluorescence
at the receiver. Vector k = [kc, k1, k2, kLc, ktr , kGd, kGm] represents
rate constants of the processes in the receiver. The equations and
corresponding derivation are explained in detail in [6].

The above equations are used tomodel the channel and receiver
response in nanoNS3. The transmitter module generates bits and
those bits are input to the modulator. Modulator implemented in
nanoNS3 is OOK and hence bits are mapped to rectangular pulses.
The rectangular pulses are input to these equations to simulate
the GFP response of the receiver. A numerical inverse of these
equations is used to sample and quantize the received signal. The
output of the sample and quantize modules is then fed to the
demodulator to process. This model gives a bit level response at
the receiver.

4.2. Channel loss model

Microfluidic channel loss model is an important component for
BMC simulators, which provides insights for how the concentra-
tion of signals are attenuated while propagating in microfluidic
channel. [5] provides a comprehensive coverage of themicrofluidic
channels with fluid flow for diffusion-based Flow-induced Molec-
ular Communication (FMC). In FMC, the fluid is flowing through
a microfluidic channel and it serves as a communication channel
to connect patches of molecular transmitter and receiver, such as
bacterial habitat. In [5], an analytic study of the propagation of the
molecules in the form of the impulse response is performed incor-
porating the physical system parameters. The goal of the propa-
gation loss model is to determine the channel loss effects caused
on the molecular signal with respect to the distance, fluid flow
parameters (pressure drop, flow velocity, microfluidic channel
geometry and fluid type), and type of the molecule (diffusion con-
stant). In [5], channel loss models for the basic microfluidic chan-
nel shapes (straight and turning) and cross-sections (rectangular,
square, elliptical, circular) are developed incorporating the char-
acteristics of the fluid flow and mass transport in the microflu-
idic channels. In nanoNS3, we implement the models presented
in [5]. In the interest of brevity, wewill illustrate rectangular cross-
section microfluidic channel loss model in this section, and evalu-
ate the specific microfluidic channel loss model in Section 5. The
governing set of equations for the channel loss in a rectangular mi-
crofluidic channel are given as [5].

Grect =
h3w

12µl
∗


1 − 0.63

h
w


(7)

urect = Grect ∗ △p (8)
τrect = l/urect (9)

TFrect = e−(k2D+jkurect )∗τrect (10)

where Grect , urect are the hydraulic conductance of the microfluidic
channel and area-averaged flow rate, respectively. Grect is a
function of channel cross-section shape, dimensions, and viscosity
of the fluid (µ). urect is a function of pressure drop (△p) and
Grect . τrect and TFrect are the delay and attenuation of channel,
respectively. h andw represent the channel height andwidth. l and
D are the lengths of the straight channel and Taylor dispersion-
adjusted diffusion constant. The detailed explanations for all
microfluidic channel loss models are given in [5].

4.3. On–Off Keying (OOK) model

Modulation is the process of varying the properties of a signal to
convey the information. Modulation determines the rate of trans-
mission. ns-3 is a packet-level simulator and hence allows users to
changemodulation by changing the transmission rate. In nanoNS3,
we implement bit level simulation and hence implement amodule
for modulation that maps each input bit to a signal to be transmit-
ted. OOK is one of the simplest modulation techniques and ma-
jority of works on BMC assume OOK as the modulation technique.
OOK transmits a rectangular pulse of amplitude/concentration A
for a duration of T1 time units to send bit 1 and no signal for T2
time units to send bit 0. OOK module in nanoNS3 generates a rect-
angular pulse of a given amplitude and a given duration. Then, the
generated rectangular pulse is fed to the channel model.

4.4. Transfer rate and error analysis model

Based on the framework of nanoNS3, a theoretical analysis
model [3] is implemented in nanoNS3, which is designed to
estimate the theoretical limits of the information transfer rate
and corresponding error probabilities of bacterial molecular
communication based on the uncertainty of communications,
i.e., transmission, propagation and reception. In [3], this work
considers a molecular communication setting in which the
diffusion channel inputs and outputs are OOK with the binary set
0, 1


. The effects of uncertainty in the production of molecules,

channel parameters and reception process on the overall noise
of the communication are considered. This model can be used
to study the theoretical limits of the information transfer rate
in terms of the number of bacteria per node, noise level and
maximum molecule production levels. Also, it can be utilized to
analyze the achievable rates and the error probabilities of M-ary
schemes.3 In nanoNS3, we implement the models presented in [3].
In the interest of brevity, we will not present the description of the
transmission, propagation and receptionmodel and corresponding
formula proofing.

3 Although nanoNS3 only supports OOK, it can be utilized to study the theoretical
limits of transfer rate and error probability for M-ary schemes.
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4.5. Amplitude addressing model

The models mentioned above (receiver response, channel
loss, transfer rate and error analysis and OOK) model the
channel and physical layer of BMC networks. A MAC protocol
is required in a network with multiple sources to achieve
fairness and reduce collisions. MAC protocols used in wired or
wireless networks as implemented in ns-3 increase the delay
and decrease the throughput in a super-slow network like the
BMC network. [7] considers a multiple sources and single receiver
topology and proposes a MAC protocol to improve the BMC
network throughput. Multiple sources transmitting to a single
receiver is a typical sensing network scenario. [7] proposes a
local addressing mechanism which implicitly performs MAC, and
it is implemented in nanoNS3. [7] analyzes the advantages and
disadvantages of various addressing mechanisms and proposes
Amplitude Addressing for BMC networks. Amplitude Addressing
assigns distinct amplitudes to each user in a BMC network and
each user uses the assigned amplitude with OOK to transmit
information. The receiver receives the sum of the transmitted
amplitudes which are then resolved to identify the individual
amplitude thus solving addressing and MAC in the local network.
We further implement two different receivers viz., load-aware and
load-unaware. Load-aware receiver has an estimate of input load
of the transmitter. Therefore, the decoding table (decoding table
is used to decode the transmitter ID based on the received signal)
is a function of the input load of the transmitter. On the other
hand, load-unaware receiver assumes that the input is uniformly
distributed for the transmitter and the decoding table is fixed.
We present the results for both the receivers in the next section.
A global address is required to map local address to the source.
nanoNS3 does not have a global addressing module, but MAC
address of ns-3 nodes can be used as a global address module in
simulations.

5. Results

In this section, we present the evaluation results of nanoNS3
using both simulation-based and experimental-based validation
for the 5 models mentioned in Section 4. nanoNS3 provides two
examples of scenario setup: (1) single Tx and single Rx, and
(2) multiple Txs and single Rx.

5.1. Methodology

In this section, we validate nanoNS3 with protocols mentioned
in Section 4. For the receiver response model, we validate the
simulation results of nanoNS3 with results from MATLAB analytic
model used in [6] and experiments. For amplitude addressing
model, we validate nanoNS3with python simulator used in [7]. For
channel loss model, we validate nanoNS3 with MATLAB analytical
model used in [5]. For transfer rate and error analysis model, we
validate nanoNS3withMATLAB analyticalmodel used in [3]. Unless
otherwise mentioned, the transceivers used are bacteria and the
carrier signal is a molecular signal. To validate the performance
of the aforementioned models in nanoNS3, the following scenarios
are used:
• Single Tx and single Rx scenario: It is a single link scenario

where one transmitter sends signals to one receiver. The default
transmitted molecular concentration is set as 15 µM.

• Multiple Txs and single Rx scenario4: Multiple transmitters
send signals to a single receiver in this scenario. The amplitude
assigned to each transmitter is based on themechanisms shown
in [7], and two examples will be given in Section 5.5.

4 Only amplitude addressingmodel is validated using themultiple Txs and single
Rx scenario.
Table 2
Simulation parameters for receiver response.

Parameters Default settings

Tx sequence 1000100010
Modulation OOK
Tx pulses amplitude 15 µM
Tx pulses width 50 min
threshold 7.5 µM
kc 254/60
kGm 1.8/60
kGd 39/60
ktr 1334/60
kLc 1200/60
k1 20/60
k2 200/60

5.2. Receiver response

We implement the receiver response model derived in [6].
The set of differential equations presented in [6] defines the GFP
response of the receiver bacteria to a given concentration of
molecules. We built an Inverse model of the receiver response at
the receiver to estimate the molecules received from the receiver
GFP response.

We validate nanoNS3 receiver response in two steps. First,
we verify the numerical inverse response using simulations. A
transmitter sends information using OOK, i.e. rectangular pulses of
a fixed amplitude and a fixed duration for bit 1 and no signal for bit
0. The rectangular pulses are input to Forward response generating
receiver GFP response which is then fed to Inverse response derived
numerically that estimates the signal transmitted based on the
GFP response. Second, we compare the forward receiver response
obtained from simulator with the response from experiments.
We also input the receiver response from experiments to the
Inverse model and compare the estimated signal with the actual
transmitted signal.

5.2.1. Receiver response: simulation validation
In this section, we validate the inverse receiver response model

using OOK. Fig. 3(a) and (b) present the transmitted and received
rectangular pulses for the input bits and forward receiver response,
respectively. The corresponding simulation parameters are shown
in Table 2. Aswe can see from Fig. 3(a), the transmitted rectangular
pulses exactly match the received rectangular pulses. This result
illustrates that the receiver can recover the transmitted pulses
in nanoNS3. The corresponding forward receiver response for the
transmitted rectangular pulses is given in Fig. 3(b).

5.2.2. Receiver response: experimental validation
In this section, we validate the receiver response model using

experimental results. Experimental setup used to obtain these
results are the same as explained in [6]. We compare the receiver
response obtained from experiments and simulations. We also
verify the inverse of receiver response. The receiver response from
experiments is input to the inverse model and we compare the
estimated transmitted signal with the actual transmitted signal.

Forward receiver response validation
Fig. 4(a) presents the transmitted rectangular pulses. Fig. 4(b)

shows the simulation results and experimental results of the
forward receiver response. It can be observed that the simulation
and experimental results have the similar trends (peaks of
each pulse in experimental results can be exactly captured by
simulation). Four different Tx sequences with 10 bits in each
sequence are set as Tx sequence in the experimental apparatus, and
each of them shows the similar trend as the presented results.
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(a) Experimental Tx pulses.

(b) Forward receiver response.

Fig. 4. Experimental validation.

Inverse receiver response validation
Based on the experimental results of forward receiver response,

we validated the inverse of the receiver response. From Fig. 4(b),
it is clear that experimental results of forward receiver response
are not as smooth as the simulation results of forward receiver
response. In order to get rid of noises and system errors, we use
Loess smooth function (with 10% span) in MATLAB to smooth the
experimental results. The corresponding experimental results are
shown in Fig. 5(a). Then, we input those smoothed experimental
results to the inverse of receiver response model in nanoNS3, and
we succeeded to recover the transmitted bits at the receiver side.
From Fig. 5(b), it can be observed that the peaks of transmitted
and received pulsesmatchwith each other. In order to demodulate
the received pulses, we calculate the average concentration for the
pulse duration of each bit, where average concentration for bit i is
represented as Avei. We set a threshold to determine the bit level,
where the threshold is set as half of transmitted concentration.
Received bit is determined by the following equation:

Received bit =


1 if Avei ≥ threshold
0 if Avei < threshold.

Utilizing this method, we can achieve 100% of demodulation
rate for the presented case of experimental results. The average
demodulation rate of four sets of experimental results achieves
92.5%.

To conclude, nanoNS3 provides an experimental-based receiver
response model:

For the receiver response model, the simulation results
of nanoNS3 match the simulation results of MATLAB
analytic model. The implemented model enables
higher layer protocols in nanoNS3 to achieve high
accuracy of their simulation performance.

5.3. Channel loss

In this section, we compare the channel loss model in single
Tx and single Rx scenario. We compare the results obtained by
(a) Processed experimental results.

(b) Processed experimental results validation.

Fig. 5. Experimental validation.

Table 3
Simulation parameters for channel loss.

Parameters Default settings

Channel shape Rectangular
Turning angle 30°
Viscosity 10−3 Pa s
D 10∗10−10 m2/s
△p 500 Pa
l 10 mm
h 6 µm
w 25 µm

nanoNS3 with respect to the MATLAB using the described analytic
channel loss model in Section 4.2. The objective is to show that
the numerical results of nanoNS3match the numerical results from
MATLAB for the analytic model channel loss model. The details of
the default parameter settings are shown in Table 3.

Fig. 6(a) and (b) illustrate how the impulse response attenuation
of straight and turning channel varies with frequency (radians
per meter), respectively. We observe that the channel loss
module implemented in nanoNS3 provides the exactly same
results with the analytic model evaluation in MATLAB for both
Fig. 6(a) and (b).

To conclude, nanoNS3 provides a microfluidic channel loss
model:

The simulation results of nanoNS3 match the
simulation results of MATLAB analytic model. More
channel properties and other channel loss model can
be easily implemented in nanoNS3 based on the
implemented channel loss model.

5.4. Transfer rate and error analysis

In this section, we compare the transfer rate and error analysis
model in single Tx and single Rx scenario. We compare the results
obtained by nanoNS3 with respect to the MATLAB analytic model
used in [3]. The objective is to show that the numerical results
of nanoNS3 match the numerical results from MATLAB analytic
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(a) Straight rectangular channel.

(b) Turning rectangular channel.

Fig. 6. Channel loss validation.

Fig. 7. Transfer rate analysis.

Table 4
Simulation parameters for capacity and error analysis.

Parameters Default settings

Number of bacterial 100
Number of ligand receptors 50
Square of combined noise variance 0.1
M-ary scheme 16

model. The details of the default parameter settings are shown in
Table 4.

Fig. 7 illustrates how the channel capacity varies with the max-
imum concentration of molecules. As M-ary scheme is utilized,
Fig. 8(a) and (b) illustrate how the channel capacity and corre-
sponding error rate varies with the maximum concentration of
molecules. We observe that the theoretical limits for both capacity
and error rate generated from nanoNS3match the results with the
MATLAB analytic model from Figs. 7, 8(a) and (b).

To conclude, nanoNS3 provides a theoretical analysis model:

The simulation results of nanoNS3 match the
simulation results of the MATLAB analytic model.
Based on the implemented theoretical analysis model,
transfer rate and error probability with corresponding
modulations can be estimated.
(a) Transfer rate analysis.

(b) Error rate analysis.

Fig. 8. Transfer rate and error rate analysis for corresponding modulation.

Table 5
Simulation parameters for amplitude addressing.

Parameters Default settings

Number of Tx bits 100
Amplitude assignment mechanism Integer/Binary
Tx pulses width 50 min
Tx pulses interval 20 min
pt 0.5
Max amplitude 15 µM
Number of Tx users 5

5.5. Amplitude addressing

In this section, we validate the amplitude addressing mecha-
nism in multiple Txs and single Rx scenario. We compare the per-
formance of nanoNS3 versus the custom built python simulator
used in [7]. The objective is to show that the simulation results
of nanoNS3match the simulation results from the aforementioned
python simulator. The details of default parameter settings are
shown in Table 5. Two examples of amplitude assignment mecha-
nism will be briefly introduced. For integer amplitude assignment
mechanism, each user is assigned with a unique amplitude based
on the node ID. e.g. amplitudes {1,2,3} are assigned to transmitters
with ID {1,2,3} with one-to-one correspondence. For binary ampli-
tude assignment mechanism, amplitudes {1,2,4,8} are assigned to
transmitters with ID {1,2,3,4} with one-to-one correspondence.

Fig. 9(a) plots the demodulation accuracy for load unaware ad-
dressing at the receiver for varying input load for integer ampli-
tude assignment. As we can see from Fig. 9(a), the performance of
nanoNS3 is very close to that of the custom built python simula-
tor used in [7]. Fig. 9(b) plots the decoding accuracy at the receiver
for varying input load using binary amplitude assignment. It can
be observed that the simulation results of nanoNS3 and the python
simulator are very close to each other.

We also compare the performance of load aware and load
unaware receiver. Fig. 10 shows the correct demodulation rate
using load aware and load unaware receiverwith binary amplitude
assignment. It can be observed that when the receiver is aware of
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(a) Integer Tx sequence.

(b) Binary Tx sequence.

Fig. 9. Amplitude addressing validation.

Fig. 10. Load unaware vs. load aware receiver.

the load of the transmitter, correct demodulation rate increases
compared with load unaware receiver. The amplitude sequences
used for evaluation are described in detail in [7].

To conclude, nanoNS3 provides an amplitude addressing
mechanism:

The simulation results of nanoNS3match the
simulation results of the python simulator. Based on
the implemented addressing model, the performance
of higher layer protocols can be explored (e.g. routing
mechanisms).

5.6. Simulator time complexity comparison

In Section 2, we presented the simulation time complexity
of three simulators NanoNS, N3Sim, and nanoNS3 for increasing
simulation input pulse width. We observed that a time-based
simulator like N3Sim that simulates molecular interaction is not
suitable for long simulations. The simulation time complexity is in
the order of hours for input signal duration of fewmilliseconds and
is not suitable for long simulations. NanoNS improves simulation
time by using an event-based simulator like ns-2 and simplifying
molecular interactions. Using simple equations to represent
molecular interactions can affect the accuracy of response of
a receiver to an input signal. Simulation time complexity of
NanoNS increases exponentially with input pulse width making it
unsuitable for longer packet sizes. nanoNS3 uses experimentally
verified physical layer models to simulate the response of a
receiver to an input signal without compromising on the accuracy
of the receiver. nanoNS3 is implemented on top of ns-3, an event
based, time efficient simulator. We compare the simulation time
performance of other existing simulators with that of nanoNS3. As
expected, nanoNS3 has a constant time complexity for increasing
pulse width as it uses a bit-level model to simulate bit-level
response of receiver bacteria. Constant simulation time complexity
makes nanoNS3 suitable for simulating large MC networks with
long pulse widths and long packet sizes.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we describe nanoNS3, a new network simulator
built atop ns-3 for BMC networks. The choice of the ns-3 simulator
allows high computational efficiency for large-scale networks and
easy implementation of new algorithms. An accurate model of
the bacterial receiver response to chemical signals modulated
using OOK is implemented. A microfluidic channel loss model
that incorporates the physical system parameters is implemented
in nanoNS3. A source addressing protocol that implicitly solves
MAC issues is also implemented in nanoNS3. nanoNS3 thus focuses
on the channel, PHY and MAC layers of the network protocol
stack. Due to the lack of upper layer protocols in BMC network,
nanoNS3 only provides an original ns-3 application layer model
for upper layers. By making use of the layered architecture of ns-
3, it is possible to use existing IP, transport and application layer
protocols in ns-3 to test the performance of BMC networks. For
future work, we plan to improve the completeness of nanoNS3
by implementing new features such as channel propagation delay
model. Moreover, wewill exploremerging nanoNS3with otherMC
simulators that are also implemented atop ns-3, in order to move
closer to the vision of a general purpose MC simulator.
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